BIOL/ENST 4470 FDE

Global Change Biology

Instructor: Professor Stephen J. Hecnar, Ph.D., FLS
Tel: 343-8250

Website: http://shecnar.lakeheadu.ca/

Course Outline 2021

Email: shecnar@lakeheadu.ca
Office: CB 4039

Teaching Assistant (Zoom lectures): Ian Wick, Email: iewick@lakeheadu.ca
Meeting Schedule: Mondays and Wednesdays 2:30 – 4:00 pm (virtual Zoom)
Office Hours: Mondays and Wednesdays 4:00 am – 5:00 pm (virtual, email or Zoom)
Evaluation of Marks: The course uses a combination of lectures, readings, discussions and
assignments. Depending on class size, the instructor will evaluate marks based on class
discussion participation (15 %), seminar presentation (25 %), formal written report (15 %),
midterm (20%) and a final exam (25 %).
Course Description: An examination of how biological systems respond to, and cause, global
environmental change. Biological systems are viewed within the context of complexity theory,
ecological interactions and evolutionary change. Focus is placed on how past environmental
discontinuities and trends have affected evolution of life and biodiversity. Emphasis is placed on
the history of human population growth and how its biophysical and socioeconomic development
has become the dominant driver of environmental change affecting all life and may be causing
the sixth mass extinction in Earth’s history. The course welcomes senior students from any
discipline and functions as a capstone to prepare graduates to understand and face the most
pressing issues affecting the future of all life including our own species.
Detailed Description: In this course we will study how biological systems are affected by and
respond to large-scale environmental change. We will study natural environmental changes and
how life has responded to these challenges but special emphasis will focus on how human
actions are becoming the major driver of global environmental changes and how they are altering
ecosystems and their services, resulting in a loss of biodiversity, and ultimately how the
environment in turn is altering human biological and social systems. Although our perspective is
on how living systems interact with changing environments, we will do so philosophically within
the general concept of complex systems theory which applies to the functioning, persistence, and
collapse of biological, ecological, physical, and human engineering and social systems. The
course uses a combination of lectures, seminars, readings, and discussions and is intended as a
capstone course preparing senior students to understand the most important problem(s) facing
biological systems and human civilization. The course takes a multidisciplinary approach and
welcomes participation of senior students from any academic discipline.
Questions of interest include how organisms, populations, communities, ecosystems,
civilizations, organizations, and engineered or social systems respond to environmental change.
Of prime importance is understanding how human activities affect or may alter other biological
systems in the future through environmental change. What kind of events can affect life on a
global scale? What are the major environmental trends to which life must respond? How well
can the future of the biosphere be predicted? What are the most pressing problems facing
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biological systems and human civilization? We will attempt to answer or at least shed light on
these questions in the course.
***Course delivery for Fall 2021: Because of the pandemic situation all lectures, labs,
assignments, quizzes and exams will be delivered remotely online through the D2L website for
the course. Lectures will be provided ‘synchronously’ at the time assigned above for the course.
The schedule and links to join lectures and presentations can be accessed via the calendar link on
the D2L under the “Other Tools” heading on the website for the course. Lectures will be recorded
and available for a limited time on the D2L website for the course. You can access recorded
lectures by clicking ‘Other Tools’ then ‘Zoom’ and ‘Cloud Recordings’. Detailed PowerPoint
lecture slides can also be accessed and downloaded from the D2L website for the course. During
the scheduled time slot the instructor will provide a live lecture using the Zoom link on the D2L
website for the course. The instructor will use the share screen function so that students can view
the slides as the live audio lecture is given. Students can ask questions during the lecture by
using the raise hand function (clicking “reactions” on the control bar then “raise hand” in the pop
up menu). The midterm and final exam will also be given on a specific date and time through the
‘Quiz’ link on the D2L main page for the course. If you have special needs for the course please
contact Student Accessibility Services (SAS) who coordinate arrangements.***
Recommended Textbook: Rosenblum, E.B. 2021. Global Change Biology: The Study of Life
on a Rapidly Changing Planet. Oxford University Press. Oxford, UK. ISBN: 978-0-19-064464-2
(paperback or ebook).
Other Information: A Desire2Learn website is set up for the course. From this site you can
view or download the lecture material as PowerPoint files or readings as documents or pdfs.
The grade you ultimately earn depends on the level of your effort. The instuctor will provide
advance notice of upcoming topics and disseminate materials via D2L or email. A formula for
success involves attending all lectures, completing all assignments on time, reading your text,
making good notes, and a sufficient amount of studying. Good attendance in lectures and
discussions is important so that you will not miss the review of the basic topics and any
additional information and examples that are provided. If you must miss a test or exam because
of illness or other serious circumstance, contact the instructor or lab technician as soon as
possible (documentation may be required). Cell phones must be turned off and put away during
classes unless needed for emergency purposes (see instructor). Laptops, iPads, etc. may be used
for notetaking but not for social networking, internet shopping or other personal uses during
class.
Prescription for success: Foremost interest, thinking, and communicating. As your academic
career advances you become by default more of an expert in your major. However the world is
complex and can often only be understood by taking multidisciplinary approaches. Think about
how your work fits into the big picture. Do some research, stretch the grey cells, and participate
in discussions. While we will be dealing with important and serious issues, let’s still have some
fun as we learn.
Seminar Presentation: Each student or groups of students will choose a topic of personal
interest within the broad umbrella of global change and provide a 15 – 20 minute PowerPoint
presentation. Topic and time slot to be approved by the instructor. The seminar may be
accompanied by a selected reading distributed at least a week prior to the presentation. General
discussion on the topic and paper will follow.
Formal Written Report: Each student will provide a formal written report on their topic of
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interest that was presented and discussed. The text of the report should not exceed 10 printed
pages of the main text. The paper must include a Literature Cited Section. Use standard sized
font and no smaller than 1 inch (2.5 cm) margins. References cited in text should use the
following format (Laurel & Hardy 1920) or (Schickelgruber et al. 1938). For the Literature Cited
section use the same format as appears in the Key Reference section in this outline. The formal
report is to be submitted by email no later than the time and date of the last scheduled class.
Topics of interest in the course include...
•

biological systems

•

hierachy of biological scale

•

biotic and abiotic systems

•

key ecological concepts

•

fractal structure of the environment

•

complex systems theory

•

ecological stability, resilience, sustainability

•

novel ecosystems

•

panarchy

•

order & chaos

•

catastrophy theory

•

Earth history

•

climate change

•

adaptation to changing environments

•

temporal trends of biodiversity

•

mass extinctions

•

human history

•

growth and collapse of civilizations

•

anthropogenic effects on environment
•

role in climate change

•

habitat degradation &loss

•

pollution

•

appropriation of resources

•

species introductions & invasions

•

emerging infectious diseases

•

alternate futures of the biosphere
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Tentative Schedule for Sessions:
1. Introduction – Biological Systems, Complex Systems, Scale, Global Change
2. Biodiversity: Ups & Downs
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3. Discontinuities: Rocks & Lava
4. Discontinuities: Disease & Pandemics
5. Discontinuities: Wars & Other Violent Conflicts
6. Trends: Climate
7. Origin of Humans and Civilizations
8. Biodiversity and Humans
9. Trends for Humanity & Novel Ecosystems
Break
10. Midterm (Mon. Oct. 18)
11. Student seminar (Mon. Oct. 20) – TBA
12. Student seminar (Mon. Oct. 25) – TBA
13. Student seminar (Wed. Oct. 27) – TBA
14. Student seminar (Mon. Nov. 01) – TBA
15. Student seminar (Wed. Nov. 03) – TBA
16. Student seminar (Mon. Nov. 08) – TBA
17. Student seminar (Wed. Nov. 10) – TBA
18. Student seminar (Mon. Nov. 15) – TBA
19. Student seminar (Wed. Nov. 17) – TBA
20. Student seminar (Mon. Nov. 22) – TBA
21. Student seminar (Wed. Nov. 24) – TBA
22. Student seminar (Mon. Nov. 29) – TBA
23. Student seminar (Wed. Dec. 01) – TBA
24. Student seminar (Mon. Dec. 06) –TBA
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